
MATCH REPORT 
Northern Lights U13 (78) vs North Ryde/Lane Cove (25) 
ROUND 5 
ELS Hall 1, North Ryde 

 

The Northern Lights turned up to ELS Hall absolutely primed and ready to go. It was evident the coaching staff have 
worked hard on combinations and this showed throughout the game, and was on display immediately from opening 
bounce. 

 

Max won the ruck against an absolute giant from North Ryde/Lane Cove, Damien then scooped up the ball and in a 
matter of seconds the ball ended up with Tim with a shot on goal which unfortunately sailed wide. 

 

The boys were so up for the challenge that for the majority of the first quarter the ball did not get even close to our 
end of the field. Time after time, the boys took several marks to prevent further advancements up the field from the 
opposition.  

 

The immense pressure applied by the forwards from the northern lights eventually got the results, Blake W drawing 
a holding the ball decision, which was then centred, marked by Lucas who handballed off to Josh who then put the 
first major on the board. 

Not long after, another intercept mark from Lucas, and a lovely pass to Jaeden who then kicked a fabulous goal on 
the run from outside 50! 

Damien was then rewarded for his constant attack on the footy with a great individual goal - by now the boys were 
really in the groove and you could the confidence growing with each possession gained and tackle made. 

Then another clearance from the centre square and another inside 50 resulted in a snap goal from Lucas, and then 
soon followed by a great mark from Josh who kicked truly for another goal. 

As the quarter closed out the North Ryde finally got the ball forward, but thanks to some amazing last ditch defence 
from Jake and the other defenders held the opposition at bay to see them scoreless in the first quarter. 

 

2nd Quarter 

Whilst there may not have been as many highlights in the 2nd quarter, it was great to see the effort and intensity did 
not drop after an enormous first quarter. 

Time after time the boys repelled the attacks of North Ryde with the backs taking plenty of intercept marks, and 
getting the ball into our attacking zones with regular ease. Unfortunately some wayward kicking allowed North Ryde 
to stay in the contest. 

The quarter finished with North Ryde managing to finally get on the board with the only goal of the quarter against 
the run of play. 

 

3rd quarter 

The team talk and the oranges had the team up and going again immediately into the third term. Some great 
marking by both Blakes, Tom and Jaeden then saw the ball into the centre square. Will was then rewarded for his 



perseverance and drew a free for a high contact, and he confidently put the ball between the big sticks for the 1st 
goal of the 2nd half. 

 

After a few more behinds for the boys, we continued to surge forward which unfortunately left Hugo alone at the 
back alone with 3 North Ryde boys. At first, and second time of asking he was able to get the away but eventually the 
opposition overcome his fierce determination and kicked their second goal of the game. 

 

It didn’t take long for the boys to respond in kind with a fantastic mark by Jude taken on the wing. He then centred 
the ball where Lucas again took another excellent mark and kicked another major to close out the quarter. 

 

4th quarter 

The boys could sense the 1st win of the season was there for the taking if they continued their excellent team work 
and effort. It was great to see they continued to play and go for it and the longer the game went, the greater the 
margin became. 

Some great team work through the middle saw a lovely passage of play through several sets of hands and the ball 
got to Kieran who was unfortunate in hitting the post. 

It was though Josh brought his own footy to the ground, and soon after he managed to pickpocket the North Ryde 
defender and kick another goal. 

Another wonderful team effort saw the ball into the forward 50, with Tim taking another great mark, and kicking 
another great goal. 

Max managed to take about 4 marks in this quarter alone, one of them leading to another great goal from Lucas. 

After the North Ryde boys kicked another, the boys won the centre bounce, and swept the ball forward again. A 
great pick up on the run from Jude saw him kick a wonderful goal to round out the scoring. 

 

Well done boys on a great team effort, and a great win. You wouldn’t realise we haven’t been able to train properly 
all year, and today's result was testament to all the hard work you, and the coaching team have put in thus far. You 
thoroughly deserved the win, and whilst you may not know all the words to the song just yet - start learning them 
because if this level of intensity and team work continues there will be plenty more wins to come. 

 

¼ by ¼:    1st Qtr 5.4v 0.0, 2nd Qtr 0.3 v 1.1, 3rd Qtr 2.2 v 1.0, 4th Qtr 4.3 v 2.0, Final 11.12-78 v 4.1-25. 

 

Goals:  Lukas (3), Tim (2), Josh (2), Jaeden, Will, Damien, Jude 

 

Report by: Parent - Scott Morrison 

 


